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Last Minute Changes Flyer  as of October 16th

Oops, please mark these corrections to your program:

Page 29, Missing Session
Session 3-18 from page 65 will occur in this 11:30a.m. Thursday time slot and should be listed here.

Page 63, Session 3-12
This session should be in Wright C.

Page 65, Session 3-18
This whole roundtable will occur Thursday, 11:30am – 12:30pm in Wright C

Page 19 and page 37, JAPA Editorial Board Meeting, Friday, 8:00a.m. – 9:30a.m.
This meeting will take place in the Crystal Ballroom instead of the Empire Ballroom.

Page 40, Session 5-4
This session will take place in Parlor Suite 657

Page 43, Session 12-4
This session will take place in Parlor Suite 657

Page 45, Student Representatives Hosted Roundtable – Matriculation
This roundtable will take place in Parlor Suite 657

Add Participants to Roundtables

Page 46
Friday, 4:45pm-5:45pm
12-10 Roundtable: Institutions and Planning
Christensen, Karen [University of California at Berkeley]

Page 10 & 39
Friday, 9:45am – 11:15am
[274] International Education Exchange Ethics: Public Health And Aging In Nicaragua
DeLaTorre, Alan, K. [Portland State University]
Brown Wilson, Keren [Portland State University]
Neal, Margaret, B. [Portland State University]

Paper Additions to Sessions

Page 38, Session 15-1
[651] Does Urban Design Add Value In Downtown Revitalization? Assessing Main Street Program’s Impact In Texas Cities
Ozdil, Taner, R. [Texas A&M University]

Title Change

Page 34, session 4-15
Central City/Suburban Intra-Metropolitan Location Choice Of Households: A New Approach To Understanding The Concentration Of Poverty In Cities
Shiki, Kimiko [University of California, Los Angeles]
Paper Withdrawals

Page 24, Session 8-3
[383] Ambient Air Conditions and Variation in Urban Trail Use
Lindsey, Greg H. [Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis]

Page 27, Session 11-2
[462] Comprehensive Rezoning In Baltimore: Hueristics For Creating A Hybrid Code
Iyer, Seema D. [City of Baltimore, Department of Planning]

Page 34, Session 4-14
[180] Decision Models for Affordable Housing and Sustainable Community Development: When Are They Worth Using?
Johnson, Michael [University of Massachusetts Boston]

Page 42, Session 2-5
[44] Best Practices In Requests For Proposals For Public Property Development
Gordon, David [Queens University, Kingston]

Page 48, Session 5-6
[239] Racialized Regulation: Planning in the Face of Anti-Immigrant Sentiment
Harwood, Stacy A. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]

Page 50, Session 1-3
[101] Possible Urban Design In Cyber Space
Jiao, Junfeng [University of Washington]

Page 50, Session 4-10
[204] Detroit: The Lessons of Privately-Financed Housing and Neighborhood Revitalization
Ryan, Brent D. [University of Illinois at Chicago]

Page 54, Session 6-5
[318] Does Global Competitiveness Require An Inevitable Race To The Bottom? The ‘Domestic Paradox’ In The Indian Textile Industry
Tewari, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
Lake, Henrietta [Tufts University]

Session Cancellations & Paper Movements

Page 37, Session 5-1
Assuring an Immigrant Voice: Issues of Political Participation in Multi-Ethnic Communities
This session is cancelled; the papers moved to other sessions:

Move from 5-1 to Session 5-2 on Page 53; Michelle Kondo to act as moderator for the session.
Kondo, Michelle [University of Washington]

Move from 5-1 to Session 5-6 on Page 48; Kelly Main to act as moderator for the session.
[246] Place-Meaning And Macarthur Park: A Case Study Of The Influence Of Design And Land-Use Regulations Upon Immigrant Engagement In Public Open Space
Main, Kelly [University of California, Los Angeles]

Page 42, Session 2-5
Community, Neighborhood and Regional Development
This session is cancelled; the papers moved to other sessions.

Move from 2-5 to Session 2-7 on page 53
[63] Public Markets and the Incubation of Small Business
Morales, Alfonso [University of Wisconsin-Madison]

Move from 2-5 to Session 2-8 on page 26
[64] Sustainable Planning for Island Communities
Kotval, Zenia [Michigan State University]